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Abstract The popularity of location-based services (LBSs) leads to severe concerns on
users’ privacy. With the fast growth of Internet applications such as online social networks,
more user information becomes available to the attackers, which allows them to construct
new contextual information. This gives rise to new challenges for user privacy protection
and often requires improvements on the existing privacy-preserving methods.
In this paper, we classify contextual information related to LBS query privacy and focus
on two types of contexts – user profiles and query dependency: user profiles have not been
deeply studied in LBS query privacy protection, while we are the first to show the impact of
query dependency on users’ query privacy. More specifically, we present a general framework to enable the attackers to compute a distribution on users with respect to issuing an
observed request. The framework can model attackers with different contextual information.
We take user profiles and query dependency as examples to illustrate the implementation of
the framework and their impact on users’ query privacy. Our framework subsequently allows
us to show the insufficiency of existing query privacy metrics, e.g., k-anonymity, and propose several new metrics. In the end, we develop new generalisation algorithms to compute
regions satisfying users’ privacy requirements expressed in these metrics. By experiments,
our metrics and algorithms are shown to be effective and efficient for practical usage.
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?
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1 Introduction
Location-based services (LBSs) are services customised according to users’ locations. In the
last fifteen years, LBSs have endured a great growth, especially after GPS-enabled devices
such as smartphones became popular. An LBS request contains the issuer’s location and a
query – the type of information of interest, for instance, ‘where the nearest gas stations are’.
In spite of the great convenience brought to users’ daily life, LBSs lead to severe privacy
concerns especially in cases where LBS providers are not considered trustworthy and share
users’ request with the attackers. In the literature, two major privacy concerns in LBSs have
been studied – location privacy and query privacy [23] – in terms of the types of sensitive
information. The former is related to the disclosure of users’ exact locations while query
privacy, the focus of our paper, concerns the disclosure of queries.
The basic idea to protect users’ query privacy in LBSs is to break the link between
user identities and requests [4]. However, in the context of LBSs, only removing or replacing identities with pseudonyms has been proved insufficient. Locations contained in requests can still reveal issuers’ identities, since attackers can acquire users’ locations through
a number of methods, e.g., triangulating mobile phones’ signals and localising users’ access points to the Internet. In such cases, users’ spatial and temporal information serves as
quasi-identifiers. Anonymisation techniques from other research areas such as sensitive data
release [23] are thus introduced, including k-anonymity and its different extensions (e.g., `diversity and t-closeness [30,31]). Locations or time are replaced with regions or periods so
that a certain number of users (at least k for k-anonymity) share the same quasi-identifier
with the real issuer. The calculation of the regions or periods is termed as generalisation
or cloaking. Since in practice LBS providers are usually required to offer immediate responses, throughout the paper, temporal generalisation is out of the scope. We call a request
generalised if the location is generalised and the user identity is removed.
However, when the adversary has access to additional information, new privacy risks
will emerge. For instance, “outlier” attacks are found on some existing generalisation algorithms when their implementation is made public [34]. Some users are eliminated from the
set of potential issuers as the algorithms cannot output the same generalised region to all of
them when they issue the request. Such information is classified as contextual information in
the literature and the privacy in LBSs related to contextual information has been recognised
as context-aware privacy [38]. Many types of contextual information have been studied so
far. For example, Shin et al. [43,44] study user profiles and propose metrics based on kanonymity by restricting levels of similarity among users in terms of their profiles. Mascetti
et al. [11] propose the concept of historical k-anonymity against attacks where the adversary
learns a trace of associated requests, e.g., issued by the same user.
Our motivations. The research on context-aware privacy usually follows a two-step approach. It starts with identifying a type of contextual information and demonstrating its
impact on users’ privacy and then it proceeds with developing specific privacy protection
mechanisms. There are a few restrictions with this line of research. First, the privacy concern of contextual information is usually illustrated in a possibilistic way with a focus on
whether the impact exists or not. In spite of the claim that attackers can learn more information about issuers, it is not clear what changes have been exactly made on the attackers’
knowledge by this piece of contextual information. Second, variants of contextual information are studied independently. Although new privacy properties are defined and based on
them privacy protection mechanisms are proposed, they are only effective for the identified
contextual information. In particular, with the fast development of information and com-
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munication techniques, new contextual information will always be identified. We need a
framework to uniformly capture contextual information. Moreover, we need to define new
generic privacy metrics for users to express their privacy requirements precisely and design
(generalisation) algorithms to support such requirements.
Our contributions. We summarise our main contributions in this paper as follows to address
the above identified research questions:
1. We develop a formal framework for context-aware query privacy analysis. In particular,
this framework gives a probabilistic interpretation of the attacks on query privacy. With
this interpretation, we show how query privacy can be breached form the adversary’s
viewpoint. We take the contextual information – user profiles as an example to illustrate
the instantiation of our framework.
2. Within the formal framework, we propose a systematic classification of contextual information related to query privacy, according to whether the information changes over
time – static and dynamic.
3. Along with the development of LBSs, new contextual information can be collected and
abused by the attackers. We identify a new type of contextual information – query dependency and study its impact on query privacy within our framework.
4. Our probabilistic framework allows us to define several new metrics to measure users’
query privacy from different perspectives. Moreover, these metrics enable users to express their privacy requirements effectively. In order to compute generalised regions
that satisfy users’ requirements, we propose new generalisation algorithms which are
efficient and can ensure a good quality of the responses from the LBS providers.
5. Through experiments, we show that our framework can significantly improve the adversary’s analysis of users’ query privacy. In particular, we validate that query dependency
can effectively reduce the uncertainty of the adversary about the real issuer of a request.
Furthermore, we show that our generalisation algorithms are efficient to meet the demands on real-time responses and can generate regions satisfying privacy requirements
when various contextual information are considered. We also show that the different
strengths of our metrics can help a user choose a right metric to achieve a balance between privacy and the quality of service delivered by different LBS providers.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. We define our formal
framework and the adversary model in Section 3. In Section 4 we take user profiles as an
example of contextual information to show the application of our framework. We formally
study the impact of query dependency on query privacy in Section 5 by incorporating it into
our framework. Our query privacy metrics are defined in Section 6 and our new generalisation algorithms are presented in Section 7. Section 8 summarises the experimental results
and the corresponding analysis. We conclude the paper in Section 9.

2 Related Work
2.1 Query privacy and request generalisation
Protecting users’ query privacy is essentially to prevent the adversary from learning their
issued queries. A number of techniques have been proposed in the literature to protect query
privacy and they can be classified into three main groups – obfuscation [29, 50], generalisation [23,49] and cryptographic transformation [18]. The methods of obfuscation forge
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Fig. 1: A centralised framework of LBSs.

dummy requests with different queries such that the real queries are hidden in the dummy
ones. The idea of generalisation is to hide the real issuer in a number of users such that
he is indistinguishable from the others from the view of the adversary. The concept of kanonymity has been extensively studied in this group. In the methods exploring cryptographic transformation, users’ queries are encrypted and remain secret for LBS providers so
as to offer strong privacy protection. All of these methods introduce extra processing overhead. For instance, Ghinita et al. [18] build a protocol based on computational private information retrieval (cPIR) – their protocol requires one extra round of communication between
users and LBS providers and imposes additional computation overheads on both sides due
to the encryption of queries and decryption of responses. In this paper we focus on request
generalisation and use it to protect query privacy with respect to contextual information.
The notion of k-anonymity was originally proposed by Samarati and Sweeney in the
field of database privacy [40]. The idea of k-anonymity is to guarantee that a database entry’s identifier is indistinguishable from other k − 1 entries. However, this method does not
always work. For instance, the fact that an HIV carrier is hidden in k carriers does not protect his infection of the virus. Further research has been done to fix this problem [30]. In the
context of privacy in LBSs, k-anonymity was first studied by Gruteser and Grunwald [23].
Its purpose is to compute a region containing at least other k − 1 users (i.e., area generalisation) and replace the issuer’s location with it. Because of its simplicity, k-anonymity has
been studied and refined in many ways. For instance, Tan et al. define information leakage
to measure the amount of revealed location information in spatial cloaking, which quantifies
the balance between privacy and performance [47]. Xue et al. [49] introduce the concept
of location diversity to ensure generalised regions to contain at least ` semantic locations
(e.g., schools). However, deeper understanding of k-anonymity reveals its drawbacks in preserving location privacy. Shokri et al. analyse the effectiveness of k-anonymity in protecting
location privacy in different scenarios in terms of adversaries’ background information [46],
i.e., real-time location information, statistical information and no information. They show
its flaws which the adversary can exploit to infer users’ current locations and conclude that
spatial cloaking (e.g., k-anonymity) is only effective for protecting query privacy. As a consequence, in this work we use area generalisation only to protect query privacy.
The generalisation of LBS requests is usually implemented in two ways – centralised
and distributed. A centralised structure (depicted in Fig. 1) relies on a trusted agent, the
anonymiser, to collect users’ requests and anonymise them before sending them to LBS
providers. However, in a distributed implementation users cooperate with each other to construct a generalised region [19,41]. The centralised framework is easy to implement and
well-studied in the literature while the distributed framework requires more communications between collaborators and security analysis, e.g., with respect to insiders, is not well
studied. In the centralised framework, normally it is assumed that the communication channels between users and the anonymiser are secure while the ones between the anonymiser
and the LBS provider are public.
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2.2 Context-aware privacy analysis
The effectiveness of area generalisation can be compromised when the adversary has access
to auxiliary contextual information. In fact, area generalisation guaranteeing k-anonymity is
proposed to protect query privacy against the adversary who has users’ real-time locations
in their knowledge. Mascetti et al. [34] identify the ‘outlier’ attack on some generalisation
algorithms if the adversary learns their implementations. k-anonymity is violated because
the algorithms cannot ensure that all the potential issuers have the same generalised area as
the real issuer. Shokri et al. [45] use mobility patterns modelled as Markov chains of location transition and propose a probabilistic framework to de-anonymise generalised traces.
Personal information (e.g., gender, job, salary) has been becoming more accessible on the
Internet, e.g., due to online social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn, and can also
serve as a type of contextual information which we call user profiles. Shin et al. [43, 44]
identify the concern of query privacy caused by user profiles and propose metrics based on
k-anonymity by restricting similarity levels between users in terms of their profiles.
The contextual information (e.g., user profiles and generalisation algorithms) mentioned
above is irrelevant to users’ past LBS requests. Actually LBS requests can also be explored
by the adversary to refine his guess on the issuers. Two types of LBS requests have been
studied in the literature – associated requests [11, 4, 14] and recurrent requests [39]. Requests are associated once they are recognised as issued by a same (anonymous) user, which
can be achieved for example by multi-target tracking techniques [25] or probabilistic reasoning [45]. By calculating the intersection of all associated requests’ anonymity sets the
adversary can reduce the number of possible issuers. To handle such privacy threats, Bettini et al. [11,4] introduce historical k-anonymity, which is then extended for continuous
LBSs by Dewri et al. [14]. Historical k-anonymity aims to guarantee that associated requests share at least k fixed users in the generalised regions. Requests are recurrent when
they are issued at the same time. When multiple recurrent requests contain the same query
and region, the protection of query privacy offered by spatial cloaking (e.g., k-anonymity)
will be degraded [39]. For instance, in the extreme case, when all users in a region send an
identical query, no user has query privacy. Riboni et al. [39] identify the threat and make
use of t-closeness to guarantee that the distance between the distribution over the queries
from an issuer’s generalised region and that of the whole region is below a threshold. Dewri
et al. [15] identify a scenario in continuous LBSs which has both associated and recurrent
requests. They propose m-invariance to ensure that in addition to k fixed users shared by the
associated requests, at least m different queries are generated from each generalised region.

2.3 Area generalisation algorithms
The first generalisation algorithm called IntervalCloaking is designed by Gruteser and
Grunwald [23]. Their idea is to partition a region into quadrants with equal area. If the
quadrant where the issuer is located contains less than k users, then the original region is
returned. Otherwise, the quadrant with the issuer is taken as input for the next iteration. The
algorithm CliqueCloak [17] is proposed by Gedik and Liu in which regions are generalised
based on the users who have issued queries rather than all potential issuers. The major improvement is that this algorithm enables users to specify their personal privacy requirements
by choosing different values for k. Mokbel et al. [35, 12] design the algorithm Casper which
employs a quadtree to store the two-dimensional space. The root node represents the whole
area and each of other nodes represent a quadrant region of its parent node. The generali-
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sation algorithm starts from the leaf node which contains the issuer and iteratively traverses
backwards to the root until a region with more than k users is found. Another algorithm
nnASR [28] simply finds the nearest k users to the issuer and returns the region containing
these users as the anonymising spatial region.
The above algorithms suffer from a particular attack called “outlier problem” [3], where
the attackers have the generalisation algorithms and users’ spatial distribution as part of
their knowledge. An algorithm against this attack needs to ensure that for any user in the
anonymity set it returns the same region. Kalnis et al. design the first algorithm called
hilbASR that does not suffer from the outlier problem [28]. The algorithm exploits the
Hilbert space filling curve to store users in a total order based on their locations. The curve
is then partitioned into blocks with k users. The block with the issuer is returned as the generalised region. Mascetti et al. propose two algorithms, dichotomicPoints and grid, which
are also secure against the outlier problem [34]. The former iteratively partitions the region
into two blocks until less than 2k users are located in the region while the latter draws a grid
over the two-dimensional space so that each cell contains k users and returns the cell with
the issuer. Because of the simplicity of implementation and the relatively smaller area of the
generalised regions, we adopt and extend these two algorithms in our algorithm design (see
Section 7). The area of generalised regions is usually used to measure the quality of the LBS
response, as smaller regions lead to more accurate results and less communication overhead.

3 Our Framework
In this section, we present our framework for query privacy analysis in LBSs. This framework allows us to precisely specify relevant components and attacks on query privacy with
various contextual information.

3.1 Mobile users
We assume a set of users who subscribe an LBS and use the service frequently during
their movements. Let U be the set of such users. We use L to denote the set of all possible
positions where a user can issue a request. The accuracy of any position ` ∈ L is determined
by the positioning devices used. We represent time as a totally ordered discrete set T , whose
granularity, e.g., minutes or seconds, is decided by the LBS provider. The function whereis :
U ×T → L gives the exact position of a user at a given time. Thus, for any time t ∈ T , users’
spatial distribution is dis t = {hu, whereis (u, t)i | u ∈ U}. Suppose the set of queries (e.g.,
the nearest gas station) supported by LBS providers is represented by Q. An LBS request is
then in the form of hu, `, t, qi ∈ U × L × T × Q, where ` = whereris (u, t).

3.2 Request generalisation algorithms
Given a request hu, `, t, qi, the anonymising server (anonymiser) will remove the issuer’s
identity (i.e., u) and replace his location (i.e., `) with an area to protect his query privacy. We
only consider spatial generalisation in this paper as in LBSs users require instant responses.
Let 2L be the power set of L and then the set of all possible generalised regions can be
denoted by R ⊆ 2L . Given hu, `, t, qi, the anonymising server outputs a generalised request
in the form of hr, t, qi, where r ∈ R is the generalised area and ` ∈ r. The generalisation
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algorithm of the anonymiser can thus be represented as a function f : U × L × T × Q →
R × T × Q. We use function query to obtain the query of a (generalised) request (i.e.,
query (hu, `, t, qi) = q and query (hr, t, qi) = q ).
The generalisation algorithm also takes users’ privacy requirements as part of its input.
In our framework, a privacy requirement is represented by a pair – a chosen privacy metric
and the corresponding value (e.g., hk−anonymity, 5i). We use req (hu, `, t, qi) to represent
u’s privacy requirement on request hu, `, t, qi.
3.3 The adversary
Privacy risks and countermeasures should be categorised according to the adversary’s model
and goals [4]. For query privacy, the adversary’s goal is obviously to associate issuers to their
queries while the model should be defined in terms of his knowledge and attack(s) [44].
The knowledge of an adversary can be interpreted as the contextual information that he
has access to. We denote by Ct his collection of contextual information at time t. In this
paper, we assume that some contextual information is inherently contained in Ct .
The adversary knows the deployed request generalisation algorithm (i.e., f ) and users’
spatial distributions before the current time t (i.e., Dt = (dis t1 , . . . , dis tn ) where tn = t and
∀1≤i<n ti < ti+1 ). This is a common assumption used in the literature and it makes a strong
adversary which allows us to analyse query privacy in the worst cases. The availability of
dist enables the adversary to obtain the set of users located in any region r at time t, which
is denoted as u`(r, t).
Given a generalised request hr, t, qi and Ct , the objective of an attack performed by the
adversary on query privacy is to track the request’s issuer. In most of the cases, it is not
practical for the adversary to be completely sure of the issuer. Uncertainty is thus inevitable.
We use a posterior probability distribution over users to capture his certainty and quantify
the expected correctness of his attack. Let variable U be the issuer of hr, t, qi. For any user
u ∈ U , his probability to issue the request hr, t, qi from the view of the adversary with Ct can
be represented as p(U = u | hr, t, qi, Ct ). In the following, we give one method the adversary
can adopt to calculate the distribution. Through the Bayesian rule we have equation:
p(hr, t, qi | u, Ct )
p(hr, t, qi, Ct )
p(hr, t, qi | u, Ct ) · p(u | Ct ) · p(Ct )
=P
.
0
0
u0 p(hr, t, qi | u , Ct ) · p(u | Ct ) · p(Ct )

p(U = u | hr, t, qi, Ct ) =

In the above equation, there are three new distributions. The distribution p(Ct ) measures
the probability of the adversary having learned the collection of contextual information Ct .
It is difficult to evaluate its value. Whereas, since it appears in both the numerator and the
denominator, we can eliminate it from the formula. The distribution p(u | Ct ) represents the
probability for user u to issue a request at time t based on the contextual information Ct . As
we have no information about the distribution, it can be assumed as uniform according to
the principle of maximum entropy [26,27], which leads to p(u|Ct ) = p(u0 |Ct ) (∀u0 ∈ U ).
Thus, the target posterior distribution can be further simplified as:
p(U = u | hr, t, qi, Ct ) = P

p(hr, t, qi | u, Ct )
.
p(hr, t, qi | u0 , Ct )

(1)

u0 ∈U

The probability p(hr, t, qi | u, Ct ) indicates the likelihood that ‘if user u generates a
request at time t then the request will be generalised as hr, t, qi’. This is actually a joint
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Table 1: Notations.
U
T
L
R
q∈Q
hu, `, t, qi
hr, t, qi
whereis(u, t)
f (hu, `, t, qi)
dis t
u`(r, t)
req(hu, `, t, qi)
query(hr, t, qi)

set of users
set of time instances
set of locations
set of possible generalised regions
a query supported by the LBS
a request issued by u at position ` at time t
a generalised request
position of user u at time t
an algorithm computing generalised queries
spatial distribution of users in U at time t
set of users located in region r at time t
user u’s privacy requirement on hu, `, t, qi
the query of hr, t, qi

probability of the following two probabilities. The first is the probability that user u issues
the request hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi when he sends a request at t. It can also be formulated as
the probability that u chooses query q at time t to consult the LBS provider. We call this
probability the a priori probability of user u. The second probability is the likelihood that
the area generalisation algorithm outputs a region r for whereis (u, t). We use pu (q | Ct ) and
p(f (hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi) = hr, t, qi) to represent these two probabilities, respectively.
Based on the above discussion, formally we have
p(hr, t, qi | u, Ct ) = pu (q | Ct ) · p(f (hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi) = hr, t, qi).

(2)

We assume that the generalisation algorithms mentioned in this paper are deterministic. In other words, there is always a unique generalised request corresponding to each
LBS request, which leads to p(f (hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi) = hr, t, qi) being either 1 or 0.
Furthermore, given an LBS request and a generalised request, the value of this probability
is available to the adversary as generalisation algorithms are public. Therefore, the key of
query privacy analysis is to calculate pu (q | Ct ) for any query q ∈ Q.
The calculation of pu (q | Ct ) depends on Ct , i.e., the available contextual information.
In the following discussion, we give the instantiations of our framework when two different
types of contextual information are added into the adversary’s knowledge, i.e., user profiles
(see Section 4) and query dependency (see Section 5). In this way, we not only show that our
framework can handle the contextual information that has been studied (i.e., user profiles),
but also demonstrate that it is generic to cope with new context (i.e., query dependency).
The important notations are summarised in Table 1.

3.4 Classifying contextual information
From the above discussion, we can see that the adversary can learn new knowledge along
with time and we should explicitly distinguish some contextual information at different time.
For instance, the contextual information about users’ spatial distributions (i.e., Dt ) records
the sequence of the snapshots of mobile users’ locations up to time t and this knowledge
keeps growing with time. However, we also notice that certain contextual information remains stable over time such as user mobility patterns and user profiles.
According to this observation, we classify contextual information into two classes –
static and dynamic. Formally they can be defined as follows:
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Definition 1 (Static & dynamic context) Let ϕt ∈ Ct be the value of a type of contextual
information at time t. We say that the contextual information is static if and only if for any
two time points t and t0 in T , ϕt = ϕt0 . Otherwise, the contextual information is dynamic.
Note that in practice the above definition can be relaxed. When a type of contextual information keeps stable for a sufficiently long period, we can also consider it as static. For
instance, a user profile can be interpreted as static even though the user may change his job
as switching jobs is not frequent.
In Fig. 2, we classify the contextual information mentioned in this paper. To attack query
privacy, the adversary usually combines different contextual information. For instance, when
associated requests are explored [11,4,14], request generalisation algorithms and users’
real-time spatial distribution are also part of the adversary’s knowledge.
spatial
distribution

user
profiles

recurrent
requests

generalisation
algorithms
mobility
patterns

static

Contextual
information

dynamic

associated
requests
observed
requests

query
dependency

request
history

Fig. 2: A classification of contextual information.

4 Privacy Analysis based on User Profiles
In this section, we demonstrate the implementation of our framework when user profiles
are explored by the adversary. Although user profiles and their impact on query privacy
have been discussed by Shin et al. [43], they do not describe precisely how to exploit user
profiles and quantify the amount of benefits gained by the adversary. On the contrary, with
our framework we can formally define the attack and use a posterior probability distribution
to describe the adversary’s knowledge about the issuer.
As discussed in Section 3, given a generalised request hr, t, qi the key of query privacy
analysis is to compute users’ a priori probabilities, e.g., pu (q | Ct ). Before presenting the calculation, we start with formulating the adversary’ knowledge. User profiles are associated
with a set of attributes, e.g., contact attributes (zip codes, addresses), descriptive attributes
(age, nationalities, jobs) and preference attributes (hobbies, moving patterns) [43]. The values of these attributes can be categorical (e.g., nationality) or numerical (e.g., salary, age).
Let ha1 : A1 , . . . , am : Am i be the list of the attributes where ai is the name of the attribute
and Ai is its domain. The profile of user u can be represented as a tuple of values each of
which corresponds to an attribute. Let Φu = hα1 , . . . , αm i ∈ A1 × . . . × Am be the tuple
where αi is the value of ai and denoted by Φaui . Thus the contextual information learnt by
the adversary at time t can be represented as the following:
Ct = {Dt , f, {Φu | u ∈ U}}.
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Our main idea to calculate pu (q | Ct ) is to compute the relevance of user u’s profile to
each query and compare the relevance to q with those to other queries. Given an attribute
ai , we can discretise its domain Ai into intervals if it is numerical or divide the domain
into sub-categories if it is discrete. For instance, the domain of attribute address can be
categorised in terms of districts while the numerical values of salary can be discretised into
three intervals, such as ‘≤ 1000’, ‘1000 − 5000’ and ‘≥ 5000’. Note that the intervals are
mutually exclusive and their union is equal to the original domain.
With the list of the intervals, we can transform the value of an attribute into a vector of
binary values based on which interval or category it belongs to. Suppose Ai is divided into
the list of intervals (A1i , . . . , Aki ) where for any 1 ≤ x, y ≤ k, Axi ∩ Ayi and ∪1≤j≤k Aji =
Ai . Let Φaui be the vector of Φaui and [Φaui ]j be the j th value. Thus, we have
(

[Φaui ]j

=

if Φaui ∈ Aji ;
if Φaui 6∈ Aji .

1
0

If a user has a salary of 3000 euros, then Φsalary
= [0 1 0].
u
Each query q ∈ Q has a set of related attributes that determines whether it is likely for
a user to issue the query q . Furthermore, for a given related attribute, its value decides the
amount of likelihood. For instance, for the query asking for expensive hotels, the associated
attributes should include salary, jobs and age while gender is irrelevant. Among them, a
salary is much more relevant than age and moreover, a salary of more than 5000 euros is
much more important than one of less than 1000 euros. Therefore, we introduce a relevance
vector for each attribute to express the relation between attributes’ values and queries. Let
Wqai = [w1 . . . wn ] be the relevance vector of query q of attribute ai . For any u ∈ U and
q ∈ Q, the relevance value of user u’s profile to query q can be calculated as follows:
vu (q ) =

X

Φaui · [Wqai ]T

i≤m

where [Wqai ]T is the transpose of Wqai . Suppose the relevance vector of attribute salary to
a five-star hotel is [0 0.2 0.6] then vu (q ) = [0 1 0] · [0 0.2 0.6]T = 0.2. Finally, we can
calculated u’s a priori probability pu (q | Ct ) as follows:
p u (q | C t ) = P

vu (q )
.
vu (q 0 )

q 0 ∈Q

As users are independent from each other to decide next queries to issue and user profiles
are the only additional information in Ct to the inherent contexts, for the sake of simplicity
we use pu (q | Pu ) to replace pu (q | Ct ) when there is no confusion from the context.

5 Privacy Analysis based on Query Dependency
In this section, we identify a new type of contextual information – query dependency and
present how to incorporate it into our framework.
Since the first commercial LBSs launched in 1996, LBSs have evolved from simple
single-target finder to diverse, proactive and multi-target services [2]. However, due to the
lack of user privacy protection, especially at the beginning, LBS providers accumulate a
large amount of users’ historical requests. What makes the situation worse is the shift of LBS
providers from telecom operators (who were viewed as trusted entities) to open businesses
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such as Google Latitude, Foursquare, and MyTracks. This increases the risk of potential
misuse of the accumulated records due to the new sensitive information derived from them.
The dependency between queries is one type of such sensitive but personal information.
It is contained in users’ requests because of users’ preference in arranging their daily activities [22]. This preference leads to a repetitive pattern in their requests. For instance, a user
often posts a check-in of a coffee house after lunch. The fact that users’ frequent queries are
usually restricted to a small set makes the extraction of query dependency more precise.
Users’ query dependency can be abused and becomes a potential risk to users’ query
privacy. As far as we know, we are the first to explore query dependency for query privacy
protection. We illustrate this by a simple example.
Example 1 Bob issues a request about the nearest night clubs in a 2-anonymous region with
Alice being the other user. Suppose the adversary has also learnt that Alice just issued a
query about the nearest clinics and Bob queried about bars. As it is not common to ask clubs
after clinics compared to bars, the adversary can infer that Bob is more probable to issue the
request about night clubs. In this example, even if Alice and Bob share a similar profile, the
dependency between queries obviously breaks 2-anonymity for all users in the region who
are supposed to be equally likely to issue the request.
In the rest of this section, we start with a formal definition of the adversary’s knowledge
and then give an approach to derive dependency between queries for a user from his request
history. Then we propose a method for the adversary to breach users’ query privacy by
exploring query dependency.

5.1 Updating the adversary’s knowledge
Besides the contextual information considered in Section 4, there are two new types of
contextual information added – request history and observed request traces.
As we have mentioned before, LBS providers have collected users’ request history. For
each user u, we assume that the adversary has a user u’s request history for a sufficiently
long period. We use a sequence to denote the requests of user u collected by the adversary,
i.e., Hu = (hu, `1 , t1 , q1 i, . . . , hu, `n , tn , qn i) (∀1≤i≤n−1 ti < ti+1 ). The ith request in Hu
is represented by Hu (i). We call this sequence user request history, whose length is denoted
as len (Hu ). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that Hu is complete, namely there do not
exist any requests that are issued by u during the period but are not included in Hu .
Another assumption is that the adversary has access to the public channel which transmits generalised requests. This means that the adversary can obtain any generalised requests
from users. We denote this contextual information by a sequence of generalised requests
in the chronologically ascending order. Up to time t, the sequence of observed requests
is Ot = (hr1 , t1 , q1 i, . . . , hrn , tn , qn i) (∀1≤i≤n ti < ti+1 and tn < t)). For the sake of
simplicity, we do not consider recurrent queries, i.e., those elements in Ot with the same
time-stamps. Furthermore, for each request in Ot , the adversary calculates its anonymity
set, i.e., the users located in the generalised region. Thus, for each user, the adversary can
maintain a sequence of generalised requests, whose anonymity sets contain this user. We
call this sequence an observed request trace and denote the one of user u up to t as Ou,t
whose length is len (Ou,t ). Obviously with time passing, a user’s observed request trace
keeps growing. The difference between Hu and Ou,t is that the adversary is certain about
the issuer of each request in Hu but uncertain about the issuers of the requests in Ou,t .
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To summarise, the knowledge of the adversary can be formulated as the following:
Ct = {Dt , f, {Φu | u ∈ U}, Ot , {Hu | u ∈ U}}.

5.2 Deriving query dependency
Query dependency can be used to predict a user’s next query based on his past queries.
However, when a user has no past queries or the past queries have little impact on his future
queries, we need to consider users’ a priori preference on queries.
Query dependency. We model query dependency with the assumption that the query that a
user will issue next can only be affected by the last query that the user has issued (i.e., the
Markov property). For a pair of queries qi and qj , the dependency of query qj on qi can thus
be expressed by the conditional probability pu (qj | qi ).
To find dependent queries, we need to identify the successive requests. Intuitively, two
requests are successive if there are no other requests between them in the request history.
This simply means that Hu (i +1) is the successive request of Hu (i) for i < len (Hu ). All the
occurrence of query qj depending on qi can be captured by the set of successive request pairs
Si,j = {(Hu (k), Hu (k +1)) | req (Hu (k)) = qi ∧ req (Hu (k +1)) = qj , 0 < k < len(Hu )}.
Given a request history Hu , the adversary can derive for the user u his dependency between
any pair of queries based on the sets Si,j . In this paper we make use of Lidstone’s or additive
smoothing [33] to ensure that there is no dependency of degree zero for qj on qi due to
no occurrence of the pair (qi , qj ) in the request history. Formally, let λ be the smoothing
parameter which is usually set to 1. The dependency pu (qj | qi ) is calculated as follows:
| Si,j | +λ
.
qk ∈Q | Si,k | + | Q | ·λ

pu (qj | qi ) = P

A priori preference. There are many cases that a query does not depend on its past queries.
For example, users may issue an LBS query for the first time or accidentally for an emergent
need. In such cases, the best the adversary can do is to apply users’ a priori preference to
find the possible issuer.
We model the a priori preference of a user u as a distribution over the set of queries
indicating the probability of the user to issue a query. For query qi ∈ Q, we denote by
pu (qi ) the probability that user u issues the query qi when there is no dependence on any
P
previous queries. It is obvious that qi ∈Q pu (qi ) = 1.
There are many sources of information reflecting users’ a priori preference. Users’ personal information, i.e., user profiles, have been discussed in Section 4 and shown effective
in assessing users’ preference on queries [43,44]. Moreover, a user’s request history also
reflects his preference. Thus, we estimate a user’s a priori preference by combining his request history (Hu ) and his user profile. Recall that we calculate a distribution for each user
over the set of queries indicating the probability that the user issues a query based on his
profile, i.e., pu (qi | Pu ). Moreover, let pu (qi | Hu ) be the likelihood for user u to issue qi
based on his request history. We can use the frequency of the occurrence of the query in the
request history to estimate pu (qi | Hu ):
p u (q i | H u ) =

| {Hu (k) | query (Hu (k)) = qi } |
.
len (Hu )
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The two distributions evaluate a user’s a priori preference on next queries from two different perspectives. An agreement between them is needed. This is equivalent to aggregate
expert probability judgements [5]. We use linear opinion pool aggregation which is empirically effective and has been widely applied in practice [1]. By assigning a weight to each
distribution, i.e., wP and wH with wP + wH = 1, we can calculate pu (qi ) as follows:
pu (qi ) = wP · pu (qi | Pu ) + wH · pu (qi | Hu ).

Remark. The way we model users’ query dependency and a priori preference has some restrictions. For instance, we do not consider the influence of factors such as the time when
LBS requests are issued – usually a user’s behaviours on weekdays are different from weekends [10]. By distinguishing the request history at different time periods, the impact of time
can be taken into account. We have also assumed that a query is only dependent on its immediate previous query. This restriction can be lifted by considering, e.g., the last k historical
queries. However, such dependency might not be as efficient and accurate as the probabilities of the form of pu (qi | qj ). An interesting factor is the time intervals between successive
requests, which may present certain patterns as well. For instance, a user may prefer to issue
a request within a specific amount of time after the previous one. This leads to various probabilities for a user to issue a query when he chooses different issuing time. In Section 5.4,
we take time intervals between requests as an example to illustrate how to extend our model
of query dependency to capture more influencing factors.

5.3 Query privacy analysis
Recall that the purpose of the adversary is to calculate the distribution p(U = u | hr, t, qi, Ct )
given a generalised request hr, t, qi. In the adversary’s knowledge, the observed request list
(Ot ) is the only dynamic context besides the spatial distribution (i.e., Dt ) which is inherently
contained. For the sake of simplicity, we use p(u | hr, t, qi, Ot ) for short to represent p(U =
u | hr, t, qi, Ct ) whenever no confusion exists.
The key of query privacy analysis is still to calculate pu (q | Ct ) (i.e., pu (q | Ot ) for short).
Due to the independence between users with respect to issuing requests, a user’s requests
have no influence on the next query of any other user. Thus, pu (q | Ot ) = pu (q | Ou,t ).
The size of Ou,t is an important factor determining the accuracy and the complexity of
the calculation of pu (q | Ou,t ). Recall that Ou,t consists of all the observed requests that
may be issued by user u up to time t. Intuitively, the longer Ou,t is, the more computational
overhead is required to obtain p(u | hr, t, qi, Ot ). Therefore, it is not practical to consider
the complete Ou,t . Instead, we fix a history window which consists of the latest n observed
requests of user u (n ≤ len (Ou,t )). Our problem can thus be reformulated as to compute
pn (u | hr, t, qi, Ot ), indicating that the distribution is based on the last n observed requests.
In Fig. 3, we show an example of a history window which contains n observed requests,
hri1 , ti1 , qi1 i, . . . , hrin , tin , qin i with tij > tij−1 (j > 1). Let `q j (Ou,t ) be the j th latest
observed request in Ou,t , whose query is query (`q j (Ou,t )) = qij . In the following discussion, we simply write `q j if Ou,t is clear from the context. It is obvious that `q 1 is the latest
observed request of user u.
Once pn (u | hr, t, qi, Ot ) is calculated, it is added into the adversary’s knowledge. Therefore, for a past request hr0 , t0 , q 0 i in Ou,t (t0 < t), the adversary has p(u | hr0 , t0 , q 0 i, Ot0 ). In
the sequel, we simply denote it as p(u | hr0 , t0 , q 0 i) in cases without confusion.
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hr, t, qi

`q1

···

`q2

hri1 , ti1 , qi1 i hri2 , ti2 , qi2 i

`qn+1

`qn

···

hrin , tin , qin i

Fig. 3: A history window of n observed requests.
A user’s latest request determines the probability distribution of his next query. Whereas,
it is uncertain which is the latest in the history window. To handle this uncertainty, we
distinguish three cases which are depicted in Fig. 4.
1. User u has issued both the last request (i.e., `q 1 , see Fig. 4(a)) and the current request
(i.e., hr, t, qi). Considering query dependence, the probability of this case is
pu (u | `q1 ) · pu (q | qi1 ).

2. User u has issued the current request hr, t, qi and his latest request is `qm (1 < m ≤ n)
(see Fig. 4(b)). The probability of `qm being the latest request is the production of the
probability that the last m − Q
1 requests are not issued by u and the probability that u has
1
issued `qm , i.e., p(u | `qm ) · m−
j =1 (1 − p(u | `qj )). Considering query dependence, the
probability of this case is
pu (q | qim ) · p(u | `qm ) ·

m−
Y1

(1 − p(u | `qj )).

j =1

3. User u did not issue any request in the history window (see Fig. 4(c)). In this case, we
suppose that the user issued the current request according to his a priori preference, i.e.,
pu (q ). Based on the probability that the user’s latest request is outside of the history
Q
window as n
j =1 (1 − p(u | `qj )), the probability of this case is
p u (q ) ·

n
Y

(1 − p(u | `qj )).

j =1

We sum up the above three probabilities to compute the probability for user u in region r at
time t to issue q when a history window of size n is considered:
pn
u (q | Ou,t ) = p(u | `q 1 ) · pu (q | query (`q 1 ))

+

n
X

p(u | `q m ) · pu (q | query (`q m )) ·

m=2

+ p u (q ) ·

(3)
m−
Y1

(1 − p(u | `q j ))

j =1
n
Y

(1 − p(u | `q j )).

j =1

We use the following example with n = 2 to show the calculation.
Example 2 Suppose the last two requests are hr00 , t00 , q 00 i and hr0 , t0 , q 0 i with t00 < t0 < t in
Ou,t . Let hr, t, qi be an observed request. Then for user u, the probability that he issues the
request is computed as follows:
p2u (q | Ou,t ) = pu (q | q 0 ) · p(u | hr0 , t0 , q 0 i)

+ 1 − p(u | hr0 , t0 , q 0 i) · p(u | hr00 , t00 , q 00 i) · pu (q | q 00 )


+ 1 − p(u | hr0 , t0 , q 0 i) · 1 − p(u | hr00 , t00 , q 00 i) · pu (q ).
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pu (q | qi1 )
hr, t, qi

`q1

···

`q2

`qn

`qn+1

···

`qn+1

···

`qn+1

···

hri , ti , qi i
(a) The latest request is `q1 .
pu (q | qim )

hr, t, qi

`q1

···

···

`qm

`qn

hri , ti , qi i
(b) The latest request is `qm (1 < m ≤ n).
pu (q)
hr, t, qi

`q1

`q2

···

`qn

hri , ti , qi i
(c) The latest request is not in the history window.

Fig. 4: The three cases.

5.4 Handling the time intervals between requests
In this section, we study a factor that has impact on query dependency – time intervals
between two successive requests.
It has been noted that not only the behaviours of a user follow certain patterns but also
the amount of time between behaviours. For instance, Giannotti et al. [20, 21] study and
extract the pattern of the time intervals between events in sequential pattern mining. The
idea is also adopted by Chen et al. [9] for constructing and comparing user mobility profiles.
Similarly, with respect to LBS requests, users can also have their preferences on the time
intervals between two successive requests.
Example 3 Consider a user who is in a city centre and wants to meet his friends at a bar.
He first sends an LBS request asking for nearby friends who can potentially meet together.
Then the user contacts those friends and discuss with them about their availability, which
takes about half an hour. Afterwards, he issues another request for nearby bars.
In the above example, the time interval between the two requests should usually be around
30 minutes. Suppose that the user sent another query two minutes after the first query about
nearby friends. Then this query is less likely to be a query on nearby bars, compared to the
situation when a query is issued about 30 minutes later. Therefore, query dependency should
vary according to when the next query is issued.
To capture the influence of query issuing time, given two queries qi and qj , instead of
pu (qj | qi ) we calculate the distribution pu (qj | qi , τ ), where τ is the amount of time after
user u issued the last request with query qi . This distribution can be calculated based on
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other distributions deduced from the following equation:
p u (q j | q i , τ ) =

=

pu (τ | qj , qi ) · pu (qj , qi )
pu (τ | qi ) · pu (qi )
pu (τ | qj , qi )
· pu (qj | qi ).
pu (τ | qi )

There are two new distributions in the above equation. The first one is pu (τ | q ) indicating
the probability that a user issues a successive query with time interval τ after issuing query
q ∈ Q. The other distribution is pu (τ | qj , qi ) meaning the likelihood that if user u issues
query qj after qi , then time interval between them is τ .
The time interval between requests can be considered as a random variable T . The above
two distributions can thus be calculated based on the probability density functions of T in
different cases, i.e., fˆ(T | q ) and fˆ(T | qj , qi ). Let  be the granularity of time, e.g., a second
or a minute. Then given a time interval τ , we have
τ +

Z
p u (τ | q i ) =

τ

fˆ(T | qi )dT ;

Z
pu (τ | qj , qi ) =

τ +

τ

fˆ(T | qj , qi )dT.

The problem of density estimation based on observed data has been extensively studied and
some classic methods have been developed in practice, e.g., the kernel estimator [13]. In
our case, the key to estimate the density function of T is to extract the corresponding set of
observed samples of time intervals. Take fˆ(T | qj , qi ) as an example. The samples of time
intervals form a multi-set which can be obtained from users’ request history, e.g., Hu . Recall
that Si,j is the set of pairs of successive requests whose queries are qi and qj , respectively.
Then the observed set of time intervals is
{t0 − t | (hr, t, qi i, hr0 , t0 , qj i) ∈ Si,j }.

The calculation of user u’s a priori probability at time t to issue query q (i.e., Eq. 3)
can thus be extended to handle the query dependency with respect to time intervals. The
calculation is shown in Eq. 4:
pn
u (q | Ou,t ) = p(u | `q 1 ) · pu (q | query (`q 1 ), t − time (`q 1 ))

+

n
X

p(u | `q m ) · pu (q | query (`q m ), t − time (`q m )) ·

m=2

+ p u (q ) ·

(4)
m−
Y1

(1 − p(u | `q j ))

j =1
n
Y

(1 − p(u | `q j )).

j =1

6 Measuring Query Privacy
LBS requests are generalised to protect the issuers’ query privacy. The level of query privacy
offered by the generalisation algorithms should be quantified precisely. This is due to (i) the
generalisation algorithm requires the evaluation so as to improve their performance; (ii) LBS
users need the quantification to express their privacy requirements for their requests.
Besides k-anonymity, many privacy metrics have been proposed in the literature, such
as correctness-based [45], estimation error-based [36] and feeling-based [48]. These metrics
quantify query privacy from different perspectives. For instance, the feeling-based metric
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makes use of entropy to evaluate the average uncertainty of the adversary to guess the issuer in a given scenario (e.g., shopping mall) which is subsequently used as the privacy
requirement of users. Correctness-based metrics quantify privacy as the probability of the
adversary choosing the right issuer when he makes a single guess. Using our framework,
we can adopt the ideas of these metrics, which leads to a diverse and comprehensive series
of measurements for query privacy. In this section, we present three new metrics on query
privacy and formally define them using our framework.
Inspired by anonymity degrees defined by Reiter and Rubin [37], we come up with the
following two new privacy metrics – k-approximate beyond suspicion and user specified
innocence. Note that user specified innocence coincides with the idea of correctness-based
metrics. Furthermore, we propose a third metric by exploring entropy.
k-approximate beyond suspicion. Beyond suspicion means from the attacker’s viewpoint

the issuer cannot be more likely than other potential users in the anonymity set to issue the
query. In the context of LBSs, we need to find a set of users in which users are the same
likely to send a given query. This set is taken as the anonymity set whose size determines the
degree of users’ privacy as in k-anonymity. Let AS : Q0 → 2U denote the anonymity set of
a generalised request. The issuer of query hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi is beyond suspicious with
respect to the corresponding generalised request hr, t, qi if and only if ∀u0 ∈ AS (hr, t, qi),
p(u | hr, t, qi, Ct ) = p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct ).

In practice, the number of users with the same probability to send a query is usually small,
which leads to a large generalised area with a fixed k. So we relax the requirement to compute an anonymity set consisting of users with similar probabilities instead of the exact same
probability. Let kp1 , p2 k denote the difference between two probabilities and  be the predefined parameter describing the largest difference allowed between similar probabilities.
Definition 2 (k-approximate beyond suspicion) Let hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi ∈ Q be a query
and hr, t, qi ∈ Q0 the corresponding generalised request. The issuer u is k-approximate beyond suspicious if
| {u0 ∈ AS (hr, t, qi) | kp(u | hr, t, qi, Ct ), p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct )k <  | ≥ k.

Different from k-anonymity, the set of users that are k-approximate beyond suspicious
is computed based on the spatial distribution of users with similar probabilities rather than
the original distribution involving all users. The users in an anonymity set have similar
probabilities and the size of the anonymity set is larger than k. Therefore, k-approximate
beyond suspicion can be seen as a generalised version of k-anonymity. If for a specific
query q ∈ Q, any two users have the same probability to issue it, then k-approximate beyond
suspicion is equivalent to k-anonymity. For short, we use k-ABS to denote k-approximate
beyond suspicion in the following discussion.
User specified innocence. Probable innocence and possible innocence are proposed by Reiter and Rubin [37]. An issuer is probably innocent if from the attacker’s view the issuer
appears no more likely to be the originator of the query. In other words, the probability of
each user in the anonymity set to be issuer should be less than 50%. Meantime, possible
innocence requires the attacker not be able to identify the issuer with a non-trivial probability. We extend these two notions into a metric with user-specified probabilities (instead
of restricting to 50% or non-trivial probability which is not clearly defined). We call the
new anonymity metric user specified innocence where α ∈ [0, 1] is the specified probability given by the issuer. Intuitively, for a query, an issuer is α-user specified innocent, if the
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anonymiser generates the same region for any user in the region with the same specified
value α. In other words, in the generalised region, the most probable user has a probability
smaller than α. Recall that u`(r, t) denotes the set of users in region r at time t. It is clear
that the anonymity set consists of all users in the generalised area.
Definition 3 (User specified innocence) Let α ∈ [0, 1], hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi ∈ Q be
a query and hr, t, qi ∈ Q0 the corresponding generalised request. The issuer u is α-user
specified innocent if for all u0 ∈ u`(r, t),
p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct ) ≤ α.

We abbreviate α-user specified innocence as α-USI.
An entropy-based metric. Serjantov and Danezis [42] define an anonymity metric based
on entropy and Dı́az et al. [16] provide a similar metric that is normalised by the number
of users in the anonymity set. The concept entropy of a random variable X is defined as
P
H (X ) = − x∈X p(x) · log p(x) where X is the domain (all possible values) of X . In
our context, entropy can also be used to describe the attacker’s uncertainty to identify the
issuer of a generalised request. Let variable U denote the issuer of query hr, t, qi. Then the
uncertainty of the attacker can be expressed as
H (U | hr, t, qi, Ct ) = −

X

p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct ) · log p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct ).

u0 ∈u`(r,t)

For a given generalised request hr, t, qi and a given value β , we say that the issuer is entropybased anonymous with respect to the value β if all users in region r can have r as the
generalised region when issuing the same query and the entropy H (U | hr, t, qi, Ct ) is not
smaller than β .
Definition 4 (Entropy-based anonymity) Let β > 0, hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi ∈ Q be a
query and hr, t, qi ∈ Q0 the corresponding generalised request. The issuer u is β -entropy
based anonymous if
H (U | hr, t, qi, Ct ) ≥ β.
For short, we call β -entropy based anonymity β -EBA.
Remark. When users use these metrics to express their privacy requirements, at least three
elements should be provided – a metric, the values of the parameters required by the chosen
metric (e.g., k, α), and the values of the parameters used to calculation posterior probabilities
(e.g., the size of history windows).
In practice it is difficult and cumbersome for a user to give exact values to the elements.
First, all the metric values in requirements should be determined before requests are generalised (i.e., ex-ante) but they are defined ex-post in nature in the metric. Furthermore, users
need to understand the meaning of each parameter and the corresponding implication on privacy protection. To avoid this situation, in this paper we provide a list of privacy levels, e.g.,
from low to very high. Each level corresponds to a setting of privacy parameters. For example, when query dependency is considered, a user’s privacy requirement can be represented
as hkABS, highi, which is then transformed into hkABS, (10, 0.05), (5)i. This ensures that
whenever a request is successfully generalised, the region contains 10 users with similar
posterior probabilities to the issuer’s, after taking into account the last 5 observed requests.
Furthermore, the distance between two such users’ posterior probabilities is bounded by
0.05. In practice, the transformation can be made automatic and embedded in the request
generalisation process. Note that the existing works can also be adapted to determine the
values, e.g., the feeling-based privacy metric [48].
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7 Generalisation Algorithms
In this section, we develop area generalisation algorithms to compute regions satisfying
users’ privacy requirements expressed in the proposed metrics in Section 6. As to find a
region satisfying k-ABS is similar to compute a region satisfying k-anonymity on a given
spatial distribution, we design an algorithm for k-ABS by combining the algorithm grid [34]
with a clustering algorithm. For the other metrics, we design a uniform algorithm based on
dichotomicPoints [34].

7.1 An algorithm for k-ABS
To find an area that satisfies k-ABS is to guarantee that at least k users in the area have
similar posterior probabilities. This task can be divided into two main steps. The first is
to obtain the spatial distribution of the users who have similar a priori probabilities to the
issuer (e.g., pu (q | Ct )). The second step is to run a k-anonymity generalisation algorithm to
find a region with at least k users based on the spatial distribution computed at the first step.
The first step can be transformed to the clustering problem. Given q ∈ Q, we need to
cluster the users in U such that the users with similar a priori probabilities with respect to
issuing q are grouped together.
For the second step, we use algorithm grid by Mascetti et al. [34] as it generates regular
regions with smaller area compared to others. A two-dimensional space is partitioned into
a grid with b N
k c cells each of which contains at least k users, where N denotes the number
of users in U . A user’s position is represented by two dimensions x and y . The algorithm
grid consists of two steps. First,q
users are ordered based on dimension x, and then on y . The

ordered users are divided into b N
k c blocks of consecutive users. The block with the issuer
enters the second step. The users in this block are then
q ordered first based on dimension y

and then x. These users are also partitioned into b N
k c blocks. Then the block with the
issuer is returned as the anonymity set. Details of the grid algorithm can be found in [34].
Alg. 1 describes our algorithm for k-ABS. In general, it gives the generalised region as
output which satisfies the user requirement k. Function cluster returns the cluster of users
with similar probabilities to that of u with respect to query q . Then the function grid outputs
a subset of sim users with at least k users who are located in the rectangular region. The
generalised region is computed by function region.
Algorithm 1 A generalisation algorithm for k-ABS.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

FUNCTION: kABS
INPUT: hu, whereis(u, t), t, qi, dis(t), k, M(q) = {pu0 (q | Ct ) | u0 ∈ U}
OUTPUT: A region r that satisfies k-ABS
sim users :=cluster(u, q, M(q));
AS := grid(sim users, dis(t), k);
r := region(AS)

Note that the clustering algorithm does not have to run each time when there is a request
coming to the anonymiser. As long as the spatial distribution remains static or does not have
big changes, for the requests received during this period, the anonymiser just executes the
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clustering algorithm once and returns the cluster containing the issuer as output of function
cluster. The choice of the clustering algorithms has an impact on the performance of the
generalisation algorithm. The complexity of Alg. 1√is the sum
√ of those of the clustering
algorithm implemented and the gird algorithm (O( kN log kN ) [34]). The correctness
of Alg. 1 is stated as Theorem 1 and its proof is rather straightforward.
Theorem 1 For any hu, `, t, qi ∈ Q, Alg. 1 computes a generalised region in which the
issuer u is k-approximate beyond suspicious.

7.2 An algorithm for α-USI and β -EBA
For privacy metrics α-USI and β -EBA, we design a uniform algorithm where users can
specify which metric to use. Recall that in grid, the number of cells is pre-determined by k
and the number of users. Thus it is not suitable to perform area generalisation for metrics
without a predefined number k. Instead we use algorithm dichotomicPoints.
The execution of dichotomicPoints involves multiple iterations in each of which users
are split into two subsets. Similar to grid, positions are represented in two dimensions x
and y , and users are also ordered based on their positions. However, different from grid the
orders between axes are determined by the shape of intermediate regions rather than fixed
beforehand. Specifically, if a region has a longer projection on dimension x, then x is used
as the first order to sort the users. Otherwise, y is used as the first order. Users are then
ordered based on the values of their positions on the first order axis and then the second
order. Subsequently, users are partitioned into two blocks with the same or similar number
of users along the first order axis. The block containing the issuer is taken into the next
iteration. This process is repeated until any of the two blocks contains less than 2k users.
This termination criterion is to ensure security against the outlier problem (see Section 2).
However, in our uniform algorithm, instead of checking the number of users, we take
the satisfaction of users’ privacy requirement as the termination criterion, e.g., if all users in
the two blocks have a probability smaller than α.
Given a request, our uniform algorithm executes three main steps to calculate the generalised region. The first step is to update users’ a priori probabilities (at time t) based on the
latest contextual information Ct . This is done by the procedure updatePriori. This step can
be skipped if the evolution of the contextual information does not affect the a priori probabilities, e.g., when only user profiles are contained. In the second step, after determining the
first order axis, we call function updateAS to find a smaller anonymity set. It takes a set of
users and partitions them into two subsets along the first order axis, both of which should
satisfy the issuer’s privacy requirement and updateAS returns the one containing the issuer
as the updated anonymity set. When it is not possible to partition users along the first order
axis, i.e., one of the two blocks generalised by any partition fails the issuer’s requirement,
the second order axis will be tried. If both tries have failed, updateAS simply returns the
original set, which means no possible partition can be made with respect to the privacy requirement. In this situation, the whole algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the new set of users
returned by updateAS is taken into the next iteration. Last, if the request can be generalised,
then we should update the contextual information to include the generalised request, e.g., the
observed request lists (i.e., Ot , Ou,t ). This is done by calling the function updateContext
whose implementation is determined by the exploited contextual information.
Alg. 2 describes the uniform algorithm in detail. The function check(AS , req (qu )) calculates the normalised a priori probability of each user in AS . Then the function takes the
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Algorithm 2 The uniform generalisation algorithm for α-USI and β -EBA.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

FUNCTION: uniformDP
INPUT: qu = hu, `, t, qi, req(qu), Ct
OUTPUT: Region r that satisfies req(qu)
AS := U;
updatePriori(AS ); \∗ for each u0 ∈ AS , calculate pu (q | Ct ). ∗\
cont := check(AS, req(qu));
if cont = false then
return ∅;
end if
while cont do
minx := minu0 ∈AS whereis(u0 ).x;
miny := minu0 ∈AS whereis(u0 ).y;
maxx := maxu0 ∈AS whereis(u0 ).x;
maxy := maxu0 ∈AS whereis(u0 ).y;
if (maxx − minx ) ≥ (maxy − minx ) then
first := x;
second := y;
else
first := y;
second := x;
end if
AS 0 = updateAS(AS , req(qu), first);
if AS 0 = AS then
AS 0 = updateAS(AS , req(qu), second );
end if
if AS 0 6= AS then
cont := true;
else
cont := false;
end if
end while
updateContext(Ct );
return region(AS );

resulted normalised probabilities as the users’ posterior probabilities and check whether they
satisfy the requirement req (qu ). The boolean variable cont is used to decide whether the algorithm should continue. It is set to false when the set of users in U does not satisfy the
requirement (line 7) or when AS cannot be partitioned furthermore (line 30). The former
case means that the requirement req (qu) is set too hight to be satisfied and the algorithm
should immediately terminate while the latter case indicates that the generalised region is
found. The anonymity set AS is represented as a two-dimensional array. After ordering
users in AS , AS [i] consists of all users whose positions have the same value on the first
order axis. We use len(order) to denote the size of AS in the dimension denoted by order.
For instance, in Fig. 5(a), axis x is the first order axis and AS [3] has three users with the
same x values. Moreover, len(first ) is 6.
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Algorithm 3 The function updateAS.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

FUNCTION: updateAS
INPUT: AS, req(qu), order
OUTPUT: AS 0 ⊆ AS that contains u and satisfies req(qu)
AS := reorder(AS , order );
i := mid(AS , order );
if check(left(i), req(qu)) ∧ check(right(i), req(qu)) then
AS := part(i, u);
else
found := false;
j := 0;
while j ≤ len(order ) ∧ ¬found do
if check(left(j), req(qu)) ∧ check(right(j), req(qu)) then
found := true;
AS := part(j, u);
else
j := j + 1;
end if
end while
end if
return AS ;

The function updateAS shown in Alg. 3 is critical for our algorithm uniformDP. It
takes as input a set of users and outputs a subset that satisfies the issuer’s privacy requirement req (qu). It first orders the users and then divides them into two subsets with the same
number of users along the first order axis (indicated by the variable order ). This operation
is implemented by the function mid(AS , order ) which returns the middle user’s index in the
first dimension of AS . If both of the two subsets satisfy req (qu), then the one containing
the issuer is returned (implemented by function part(i, u)). Otherwise, an iterative process
is started. In j th iteration, the users are partitioned into two sets one of which contains the
users in AS [1], . . . , AS [j ] (denoted by left(j )) and the other contains the rest (denoted by
right(j )). These two sets are checked against the privacy requirement req (qu). If both left(j )
and right(j ) satisfy req (qu), the one with issuer u is returned by part(j, u). If there are no
partitions feasible after len(order ) iterations, the original set of users is returned.
An example execution of Alg. 2 is shown in Fig. 5. The issuer is represented as a black
dot. In Fig. 5(a) the users are first partitioned into two parts from the middle. Assume both
parts satisfy req (qu), so the set b1 is returned as the anonymity set AS for the next iteration.
As b1 ’s projection on axis y is longer, the first order is set to axis y (Fig. 5(b)). If after
dividing the users from the middle, the set b2 does not satisfy req (qu). Thus, the users are
partitioned from AS [1] to AS [4] (Fig. 5(c)). Suppose no partitions are feasible. The first
order axis is then switched to axis x. Function updateAS is called again to find a partition
along axis x (Fig. 5(d)).
We can see Alg. 2 iterates for a number of times. In each iteration, some users are removed from the previous anonymity set. Operations such as partition and requirement check
are time-linear in the size of the anonymity set. The number of iterations is logarithmic in
the number of the users. So in the worst case, the time complexity of Alg. 2 is O(N log N ),
where N denotes the number of all users in U . The correctness of Alg. 2 is stated as Thm. 2.
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Fig. 5: An example execution of our algorithm uniformDP.

Theorem 2 For any query hu, `, t, qi, Alg. 2 computes a generalised region that satisfies the
issuer u’s privacy requirement req (hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi).
Proof By Def. 3 and Def. 4, Alg. 2 computes a region r for a query hu, whereis (u, t), t, qi
that satisfies a constraint related to the issuer’s posterior probability and the entropy about
the issuer. We take α-USI as an example to show the correctness of our algorithm and the
proofs of the other two are analogous.
By Def. 3, we have to prove the posterior probability of each user u0 ∈ u`(r, t) is smaller
than α, i.e., p(u0 | hr, t, qi, Ct ) ≤ α. According to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we need to prove for
any u0 ∈ u`(r, t) (1) f (hu0 , whereis (u0 , t), t, qi) = hr, t, qi and (2) his normalised a priori
probability over those of all users in region r should be smaller than α, i.e.,
p(q | u0 , Ct )
≤ α.
00
u00 ∈U p(q | u , Ct )

P

(5)

Let u0 be any user in the generalised region r of Alg. 2. Let AS j and AS 0j be the values
of AS in the j th iteration of Alg. 2 of u and u0 , respectively. To prove (1), we show that
ASj = AS 0 by induction on the number of iterations, i.e., j .
I NDUCTION BASIS : Initially, we suppose that U satisfied the requirement. Then we have
AS 1 = AS 01 .
I NDUCTION STEP : Assume at j th iteration AS j = AS 0j . We have to show that the algorithm
either terminates with AS j and AS 0j , or enters the next iteration with AS j +1 = AS 0j +1 . The
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equality that AS j = AS 0j is followed by that mid(AS j , order ) = mid(AS 0j , order ). There
are three possible executions.
Case 1: if left(i) and right(i) of AS j and AS 0j satisfy the requirements (line 7 of Alg. 3),
the part containing the issuer is returned. Thus AS j +1 contains u as well as all other
users in u`(r, t), including u0 . Thus, AS j +1 = AS 0j +1 .
Case 2: if the check at line 7 of Alg. 3 fails, then the algorithm switches to find from the
beginning the first feasible partition. Suppose the partition is made at the position x for
AS j . Then x is also the right position for AS 0j as AS j = AS 0j . Because of the similar
reason in the previous possible execution, the same subset is set to AS j +1 and AS 0j +1 .
Thus, AS j +1 = AS 0j +1 .
Case 3: if there are no possible partitions, Alg. 3 returns AS j +1 and AS 0j +1 in both
cases. Then the first order is changed and Alg. 3 is called again. If one of the first two
execution is taken, with the analysis above, we have AS j +1 = AS 0j +1 . Otherwise,
Alg. 2 terminates with region(AS j ) and region(AS 0j ) which are equal.
We proceed with (2). Recall that the function check(AS , req (qu )) returns true for metric
α-USI only if Eq. 5 holds for each user in AS because it takes users’ normalised a priori
probabilities as their posterior probabilities. At the line 5 of Alg. 2, we set AS to the original
user set U and the algorithm continues only if the function check(U, req (qu ) returns true.
Otherwise, it is impossible to return a region satisfying the requirement. The set AS is only
reassigned to another set when a partition is made (line 8 or line 15 in Alg. 3). For the two
sets by the partition check all returns true and the one containing the issuer is assigned to
AS . Thus, it is guaranteed that for each user u0 ∈ u`(r, t), Eq. 5 holds.
u
t
8 Experimental Results
We conduct experiments to evaluate our work from two aspects. First, we test the effectiveness of our framework in terms of the changes of issuers’ posterior probabilities. In this way,
we illustrate that users’ personal profiles and request histories do cause privacy risks. Second, we implement our algorithms presented in Section 7 and with the experimental results
we show and compare the characteristics of our new metrics proposed in Section 6.
To perform the experiments, we construct two sample datasets to simulate the spatial
distributions of a collection of mobile users (mobility dataset) and their issued requests
during movements (request dataset). We generate the mobility dataset using the moving
object generator [6] and it consists of the trajectories of 38, 500 users in a period with 50
discrete time points. We compose a series of request datasets corresponding to different
numbers of active users. A user is called active if he subscribes certain LBSs and would
issue requests during the period. Given a number of active users, we simulate a trace of
requests for each of them according to his query dependency and his a priori preference
on queries. Note that throughout the experiments, we do not distinguish users’ a priori
preferences from the a priori probabilities computed based on user profiles. This is because
they are both static and a priori probabilities have already been considered in the calculation
of a priori preferences. We assume 6 types of queries for users to choose. This makes users’
a priori preference around 17% on average. As we mentioned, our purpose is to evaluate the
privacy risk incurred by contextual information and the effectiveness of the algorithms. Thus
we assume that users’ query dependency is available and generate it by a random procedure.
Users’ a priori preference is assessed in a similar way.
Our simulation is implemented with Java and run on a Linux laptop with 2.67 Ghz Intel
Core (TM) and 4GB memory.
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Fig. 6: Impact of user profiles and query dependency on ∆p.

8.1 Impact of contextual information
We validate the effectiveness of our framework by checking if it can increase the likelihood of the adversary to correctly identify issuers by obtaining more contextual information.
Given a generalised request, we can use the issuer’s posterior probability as the measurement of the correctness of the adversary’s attack on query privacy [45]. If a type of contextual information can help breach users’ query privacy, then issuers will have larger posterior
probabilities than those computed without the information on average. The main idea of our
validation is to check whether the framework can capture this increase.
In our experiments, we construct three attack scenarios where k-anonymity spatial generalisation is deployed. In the first scenario, the adversary only learns the inherent contextual information while in the other two scenarios, users’ a priori preferences and request
histories are added sequentially to the adversary’s knowledge. We denote the corresponding
contextual information by Ctbasic , Ctpf and Ctdep , respectively.
We define correctness increase ratio (CIR), and use it to quantify the increase of issuers’ posterior probabilities when more contextual information is explored. Specifically, it
is computed as the ratio of the increase over the posterior probabilities calculated without
considering the contextual information. In this paper, we consider two CIRs, i.e., ∆ppf and
∆pdep . For a generalised request hr, t, qi issued by u, they can be calculated as follows:
∆ppf =

p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctpf ) − p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctbasic )
p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctbasic )

where
p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctbasic ) =

1

,
| {u ∈ U | whereis(u, t) ∈ r} |

and similarly,
∆pdep =

p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctdep ) − p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctpf )
p(u | hr, t, qi, Ctpf )

.

In Fig. 6, we show how the correctness increase ratio changes with issuers’ a priori preferences and the dependency between the last two queries. With respect to query dependency,
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we also illustrate the impact of the history window sizes (see Fig. 6(b)). The results are obtained by a simulation with 8, 000 requests. We divide the requests into clusters according
to the a priori preference or query dependency of the issuers when sending the requests.
Specifically, we set pq = 0.05 · cid where cid (1 ≤ cid ≤ 20) is the identifier of a cluster to
be the maximum value of issuers’ a priori preference allowed in the cluster cid . For example, if pq = 0.15, the issuer of any request in the cluster has an a priori preference between
0.1 and 0.15 with respect to the issued query. Similarly, we define pqi |qi−1 = 0.05 · cid
to represent the maximum query dependency allowed in cluster cid when the issuers issue
the queries. Fig. 6 depicts the average ∆ppf and ∆pdep of the generalised requests in each
cluster satisfying k-anonymity with k = 10 and with 2.6% of the users being active.
We observe that the curves in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) follow two similar patterns. First,
the CIR increases monotonically when ρ grows. Second, the average correctness increase
ratio reaches 0 when the a priori preferences and query dependency fall into the interval
between 0.15 and 0.2. This is due to the fact that users’ average a priori preference on each
type of queries (pu (qi )) is around 17%. With regard to ∆ppf , the issuer with an a priori
preference of 0.17 will eliminate his difference from the other users in the same region as
the average of their a priori preferences is also close to 0.17. For ∆pdep , the little difference
between pu (qi | qi−1 ) and pu (qi ) eliminates the influence of query dependency.
We can see that ∆pdep is also sensitive to the size of history windows in Fig. 6(b). Larger
history windows lead to bigger correctness increase ratios when the dependency between the
last two queries (i.e., pu (qi | qi−1 )) is bigger than 0.17. For instance, for the requests with
query dependency between 0.3 and 0.4, the average value of ∆pdep increases by 0.051,
0.036, 0.031 when n grows from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, from 3 to 4, respectively. By more
experiments with larger n, we can show that bigger window sizes do not necessarily lead to
more privacy leakage. For instance, when n is set to 5, the average increase of CIR is 0.029
which is almost the same as the case of n = 4.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that if a user issues a query with a large
preference value or high dependency on the last queries, he will have less privacy if the
adversary adopts our framework. This also shows that our framework is useful to increase
the likelihood of attackers to correctly learn the real issuers although we have negative CIRs
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when users issue queries independently from their profiles or last queries. This is because in
most of the cases, users’ behaviour should be consistent with their profiles and past habits.
Beside the size of history windows, the number of active users has impact on ∆pdep
as well. It decreases when there are more active users issuing LBS requests, but the influence becomes smaller with larger history windows. Fig. 7 shows that the average ∆pdep
decreases by 30%, 24% 19% and 18% for n = 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, when the percentage of active users increases from 2.5% to 7.5%. This is because more active users lead to
more observed requests added into users’ observed request traces and mixed with users’ real
requests, while bigger history windows have larger chances to include users’ real requests.

8.2 Effectiveness of the new privacy metrics
In this section we discuss the features of our privacy metrics in terms of (1) area of the generalised regions and (2) issuers’ posterior probabilities. To compare the metrics presented in
Section 6, we define a normalised value norm : norm =k for query-dependent k-ABS while
1
norm =2β for β -EBA and norm = α
for α-USI. In the following experiments, we take Ctdep
as the knowledge of the adversary due to its large coverage of contextual information.
Experiment setting. We set the percentage of active users to 2.6% and use the first 1, 000
requests after 8, 000 requests have been observed. Each number shown in the following
discussion is an average of the 1, 000 samples.
Recall that in the generalisation algorithm kABS (see Alg. 1) we make use of a clustering algorithm to calculate the set of users with similar a priori probabilities. Clustering has
been extensively studied in the literature and a number of clustering algorithms have been
proposed to satisfy different properties, e.g., density-based and distribution-based [24]. In
the case of generalising LBS requests, the chosen clustering algorithm should satisfy at least
two properties. First, the clustering algorithm should be efficient because LBS responses
need to be sent back to uses in real time. Second, we need a strict partitioning clustering
algorithm as each user should belong to exact one cluster.
In the implementation of kABS, we use the K -means clustering algorithm [32]. This
is mainly due to its linear time complexity with the number of users. Its main idea is to
choose K centroids, one for each cluster. In our algorithm, the K centroids are selected
randomly among the users. Then each user is associated to the nearest centroid according
the difference between their a priori probabilities, which results in K clusters. The centroids
of these K clusters are updated as the new centroids based on which all users re-calculate
their centroids to associate. The process continues until the centroids remain unchanged
between two consecutive iterations. In our case, K is selected and fixed by the anonymiser.
In fact, it defines the ‘similarity’ in the definition of k-ABS in Section 6, i.e., . The larger
K is, the smaller  becomes.
In order to determine a proper value of K , we run our kABS algorithm by assigning
different values to K . In Fig. 8, we show the changes of the average distance between any
two users’ a priori probabilities in the calculated clusters and the area of the generalised
regions along with K . It can be seen that a larger K enables users to have closer a priori
probabilities but leads to larger generalised areas. In addition, the area increases faster than
the decrease of the distance. Considering the relatively small generalised regions and the
similarity between users in the resulted clusters, we set K to 10 in the following experiments.
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Impact of history window sizes. From the above discussion, we learn that users will have
less query privacy when larger history windows are used in our framework. Fig. 9 shows
how issuers’ posterior probabilities and the area of generalised regions change according
to the normalised value norm and the history window size n. Note that when n = 0, the
generalisation algorithm only considers users’ a priori preference.
For k-ABS, issuers’ posterior probabilities are about k1 as the generalised regions have
at least k users with similar posterior probabilities. However, after taking a closer look, we
can find that a larger n leads to a larger distance to k1 . This is because larger history windows
make the issuers’ posterior probabilities more different from the others, which in turn makes
it more difficult to find users with similar posterior probabilities. This also explains why the
generalised regions become larger with larger history windows as shown in Fig. 9(b).
1
For α-USI, issuers’ posterior probabilities are always below norm
, which satisfies its
definition (see Fig. 9(c)). Moreover, issuers’ posterior probabilities become larger when
more historical observed requests are explored. However, the area of generalised regions
differs little between different history window sizes (see Fig. 9(d)). This is because the
increase of the posterior probabilities is too small to initiate the computation of a new region.
For β -EBA, issuers’ posterior probabilities can remain almost unchanged in some segments of the curves. The projection of the middle point of such a segment on axis norm has
an logarithm of integer, such as 16 and 32 (see in Fig. 9(e)). Similar to k-ABS, larger history
windows increase the issuers’ posterior probabilities, which leads to smaller entropy. This
can be seen from Fig. 9(f) where the generalised regions of larger n double their sizes earlier
than the regions of smaller n.
We can also observe from Fig. 9 that for the same value of norm , although the metric β EBA cannot always ensure issuers’ posterior probabilities as close to k1 as k-ABS, the area
of generalised regions is about ten times smaller than that of k-ABS and only half of that
of α-USI. Since bigger regions lead to worse quality of service, this indicates that a balance
between privacy protection and quality of services needs to be considered in practice.
Impact of query dependency. The protection of issuers’ privacy varies with issuers’ query
dependency. Fig. 10 plots posterior probabilities and average area of generalised regions for
issuers with different levels of query dependency. The results are collected with the history
window size n=3. Our general observation is that issuers with larger dependencies have
bigger posterior probabilities and larger generalised regions.
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Table 2 summarises the corresponding average increases (in percentage) for issuers with
high (≥ 0.45) and medium (0.25 − 0.45) dependencies, when compared with those with
low dependencies (≤ 0.25). The table shows that posterior probabilities of the issuers, when
β -EBA is used, are more sensitive to the degree of dependency (43.1% increase for highlevel dependency), while the generalised regions are more sensitive to dependency (62.9%
increase for high-level dependency) when k-ABS is used.
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(b) Average area vs. p(qi | qi−1 ) (k-ABS).
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Fig. 10: Impact of dependency p(qi | qi−1 ).

Performance of the proposed generalisation algorithm. In Fig. 11, we present the performance of our generalisation algorithms to deal with users’ various requirements. For the
sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 11 the performance of the algorithms when contextual information is set to Ctpf and Ctdep , respectively. The computation time recorded is the
average time per request based on executions with the same 100 requests.
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Table 2: Increases in posterior probabilities and average area of generalised regions.
k-ABS
medium
high
2.1%
9.5%
21.3%
62.9%

Posterior Prob.
Avg Area

β-EBA
medium
high
11.1%
43.1%
23.3%
30.1%

α-USI
medium
high
11.9%
40.0%
10.7%
19.1%

As discussed in Section 7, it is necessary to update the status of each user when dynamic
contextual information is explored. For instance, observed request traces and the corresponding posterior probabilities have to be updated for each request when Ctdep is used. This is
time-consuming, especially when the initial region is huge and contains a large number of
users. In our implementation, we reduce the computation overhead by restricting the size of
initial regions. The number of users located in an initial region is fixed as ten times as many
as what users require for. For instance, for k-ABS, if k=10, then we first call k-anonymity
generalisation algorithm to get an initial region with 100 users. As the generalisation algorithm is deterministic, which means for any user in a generalised region, it always returns
the same region. Thus, our implementation does not have the “outlier” problem [34].
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Fig. 11: Average computational time (history window n = 3).

From Fig. 11, we can see that the computation time increases as norm gets bigger. This
is because the algorithm has to consider larger initial regions and more users are involved in
the calculation of dependency-based posterior probabilities. For β -EBA and α-USI, about
20ms are needed when norm =50, while k-ABS requires more time (around 35ms) as the
K -means clustering algorithm is executed first to find similar users. When compared to
the original algorithms, the computation time increases by about two times for β -EBA and
α-USI while it is about four times for k-ABS when norm =50.
There are some ways to improve the efficiency of our implementation. For instance, we
can use better data structures to maintain users’ status. We can expect that with a powerful
anonymiser our algorithms are efficient enough to handle concurrent requests and give realtime responses.
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9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a formal framework for query privacy analysis exploring
contextual information. In the framework, we systematically categorise contextual information and propose a probabilistic way to model the adversary’s attacks on query privacy.
Specifically, we use a posterior probability distribution to describe the knowledge learnt by
the adversary about the issuers after the analysis. This interpretation allows us to define new
metrics for query privacy from different perspectives, which also facilitate users to flexibly
and precisely express their privacy requirement.
We took two types of contextual information to exemplify the application of our framework. One application focuses on user profiles while the other one is further extended with
contextual information – query dependency, which has not been investigated in the literature. To protect query privacy we have designed new spatial generalisation algorithms to
generalise requests which can satisfy users’ privacy requirements in various metrics.
Through experiments, we have shown (1) our framework is effective to increase the correctness of the adversary’s guess on real issuers; (2) the newly identified query dependency
does cause privacy leakage about users’ queries; (3) the proposed metrics are effective to
protect users’ query privacy; and (4) the generalisation algorithms are efficient.
For experiments, we made use of simulated datasets about users’ movements and request
traces due to the lack of real-life data with respect to LBSs. This causes some difficulties for
us to test the impact of time intervals between requests. As part of our future work, we want
to check whether we can collect and use users’ logs in Geo-social networks in order to have
a more comprehensive validation of our work.
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